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Wallpaper iphone ios 7 hd

The original iPhone wallpaper was all-black. Just in time, iOS 11 was released yesterday for a successful launch on a wide range of iPhones and iPads. Along with many interesting new features that were expected to bring, though, Apple's latest mobile OS also introduced, or rather re-introduced, something nostalgic iPhone fans would love to experience again – the default homescreen and lockscreen
wallpapers from the original iPhone (2007)! It turns out that the iPhone X (pronounced ten) isn't the only annual party Apple throws, and what better way to relive the famous moments of powering the original iPhone for the first time a decade ago than to dress up our modern iPhones in the same clothes their beloved edistry wore? Those who remember the original iPhone are probably a little confused right
now. Wait! say, the original iPhone did not have wallpaper for the home screen... And that would be absolutely right. The first iPhone signature grid of icons was laid on top of a black, blank space. We're not even sure if it was a black image or if it was just no graphics out there at all, in order to save resources. Probably the other one. But since the modern iPhone can't have anything for wallpaper, users
who updated to iOS 11 will now find a completely black image as the last possible option from their wallpapers. But while the original iPhone never supported home screen wallpapers (these were introduced with iOS 4 and iPhone 1 didn't get iOS 4), it supported gorgeous wallpapers on the lock screen. The default was a beautiful photograph of planet Earth. And now iPhone users can once again hold the
Earth in the palm of their hand with iOS 11. Original iPhone lockscreen Original iPhone homescreen subscribe to our newsletter! If you're champing on a bit to try out iOS 4, the iPhone is another operating system, and don't mind taking risks with the iPhone, you're in luck. Several blogs claim that you can try it now. Apple recently released a near-final version of iOS 4 to developers known as gold master
build. After Apple's release, it didn't take long for iOS 4 to be leaked online and available for anyone who could download it. The hardworking hacker also released a jailbreak tool for iOS 4 for iPhone 3GS, essentially making a new iPhone OS jailbroken. iOS 4 for All Several blogs has step-by-step instructions on how you can get iOS 4 on your device right now. However, since you need to use the developer
report to do this and all iPhone development must be done on your Mac, this trick will not work for Windows users. You must also have either an iPhone 3GS, iPhone 3G or a second or third generation iPod Touch. But if you have an iPhone and Mac all you have to do is download the beta version of iTunes 9.2 and install it on your system just like you would any other app. Then you have to download iOS 4
gold master build. Once it's done, just plug your iPhone into iTunes select it under Devices. From there, select the recovery option and press alt + click, select iOS 4 ipsw file and iTunes will take care of the rest. Be sure to back up files on your iPhone before starting this process, because installing iOS 4 in this way will erase everything on your iPhone and then reinstall it. Although I tried the process myself,
this trick reportedly works because Apple doesn't require your iPhone 40-seat unique device identifier (UDID) for iOS 4 to work. Apple uses UDID to verify that your iPhone is an authorized developer device and can therefore use iOS developer builds. Judging by the comments left on blogs all over the web most people are able to get iOS 4 working on their iPhone without much hassle. However, there is no
guarantee that Apple will not start the device if iOS 4 becomes too widespread or that some parts of your iPhone will stop working – this is a beta version after all. You also won't be able to access iBooks with iTunes 9.2 and iOS 4 installed. But if you're a Mac user and want to take risks then check out the Next Site for all the download links you need to get iOS 4 on your device. NOTE: The entire process of
installing iOS 4 on your device may take about 30 minutes depending on how much content needs to be reinstalled on your iPhone. Jailbroken iOS 4 Hacker known as msft.guy has released a PwnageTool volume that works with iOS 4, according to Redmond Pie . There is also a tutorial on how to jailbreak iOS 4 on ensycned . Jailbreaking is a bit more complicated than just installing iOS 4 and requires you
to already have jailbroken iPhone 3GS - it doesn't work with iPhone 3G. However, the process is basically the same: install iTunes 9.2 and iOS 4, run Pwnage, and you're done. Here's a video from a user named Surenix that shows iOS 4 jailbreak in action. Check out pcworld short hands on with iOS 4 gold master. Get in on twitter with Ian (@ianpaul). Note: When you buy something by clicking on the links
in our articles, we can get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more information. iOS 4.2 for iPhone is a small update to iOS 4 and iOS 4.1 that adds new awning features like AirVideo and AirPlay, fixes some bugs, but most importantly, brings the iOS platform into great unification, with iPhone, iPod touch and - finally - iPad at the same version number. (Note if you are interested in iPad,
check out our complete iOS 4.2 for iPad tutorial as well!) If you don't have time (yet) to read it through this whole article and are eager to get the basics down now, there's a video up to tell you everything you need to know in just over 5 minutes. We show it off on iPhone 4 and iPod touch 4. The functionality is almost identical, only telephony (i.e. text tones) do not work on iPod touch 4, of course. We will
cover what is new and better below, so for what was not Don't forget to check out our massive iOS 4 tutorial and iOS 4.1 update guide, because we're not going to do it again here. AirPrint AirPrint System Changes is Apple's wireless printing service. By the time it is shipped, it should be able to send pages to almost any printer on the same Wi-Fi network or directly to certain printers (HP ePrint has already
been announced). Needless to say, it corresponds to one huge piece of previously missing features. (The one that does not respond and still is not answered is easier to transfer files and sync). AirPlay AirPlay is a development of Apple's AirTunes system that allows you to stream music between iTunes on Windows or Mac and Apple TV or Airport Express connected speakers. AirPlay takes it to the next
level, allowing you to stream video and images, as well as music from iPad (or iPhone or iPod touch) and the new Apple TV 2010. Built-in apps like iPod, Video, and YouTube can stream, but unfortunately it looks like all other apps, including Apple's own Safari and all App Store apps, are currently limited to audio only. Whether it's intentional or Apple just ran out of time and didn't finish making a public API
for the video is unknown, but hopefully it will be extended to a future update. You can say that AirPlay is an option when its icon appears to the right of the volume slider. It looks like a TV-style box with a triangle inserted into it. (yes, seriously). AirPlay-compatible apps, if AirPlay-compatible devices are present, display the AirPlay icon as a button. Tap it to get a list of devices you can stream to. Tap one and
the video will switch from iPhone to TV. And because it's called AirPlay and not AirView, I hope Apple will expand functionality in the future to project gaming video to the big TV screen, leaving the iPhone and iPod touch as a full game controller with more touch information. Hey, we can dream... The SpringBoard splash screen, an app that runs on the home screen and the overall interface on iOS, gets its
multitasking dock user interface. Now, after you press the home button twice to increase the quick app switcher, you can swipe left to get to the audio and orientation lock controls as before, but you can also swipe left again to get to the new volume slider and AirPlay controls. Since the iPhone has hardware volume control, it may seem a little redundant, but it may independently control AirPlay video in the
future. Message Messages gets another button at the very top of the bemed view that's right in the middle between the call and the contact information -- FaceTime. When exchanging SMS or MMS just tap it and start a FaceTime video call (if you're both on iPhone 4 or iPod touch 4 and on Wi-Fi, of course...) Photos Photos now gets airprint, so you can quickly take a picture and transfer it to a nearby
printer. Ultra-modern technologies meet media memories. Just click the action button and it's no wonder that printing will be the new option at the bottom. Printing is now also an option you can select more. What's surprising, however, is that there's no AirPlay button in Photo when it plays movies. Since quickly recording a home movie and transmitting it to our TV is one of the features we love the most,
this is a bit of an inconvenience. Hopefully Apple will add that in the update. YouTube YouTube gets AirPlay, of course, so you can stream YouTube videos to Apple TV... which already has a built-in YouTube app. However, the convenience of being able to play an already-found video on the big screen, rather than having to search again, is certainly appreciated. Also gone are the old star ratings and in
their place are cheesy thumbs up and thumbs down. From a scale of 5 to a scale of 2? It's easier and more YouTube if you lack the fine iTunes-like gradations of the past. Notes Notes finally - finally! -- allows you to change fonts. That's right, if Marker Felt was never your thing, now you can jump into the settings and switch it to the board (basically Marker Felt with shaving and hairstyle) and Helvetica,
which uses the rest of the interface. Here's a suggestion we created to display all three fonts together for comparison. Oddly enough, there doesn't seem to be an AirPrint option in the notes. I'm sure it would be useful. Voice Memo iOS 4.2 for iPhone brings with it a new voice memo icon and with it the most drastic redesign of the built-in iOS app icon to date. Sure, Calculator got a facelift recently, but it
retained that pseudo-realistic look and feel Apple uses for other utility apps like Compass and Camera. The voice note goes from an artificial microphone to a strictly white icon, similar now to a phone or iPod, but without a diagonal bar. If it was in the docu it might come in handy, but grouped in the default Utility folder, it kind of stands out. the iTunes Store iTunes Store gets AirPlay too if you want to stream
a video podcast and shoot it to your 2010 Apple TV. What, did you want something as big as Ping iOS 4.1? Settings As always, Settings is the least charming built-in application in the report, which happens to get a lot of improvements and changes to support new features added to the system and more spectacular applications. Sounds Now you can prevent physical hardware volume buttons from affecting
ringtones and notifications if you choose to do so. The good news for iPhone users is That Apple has finally increased the number of text tones. The bad news is that most of them don't seem to be suitable for use as text tones, and although you can now set personalized tones for different contacts, you still can't buy or create your own text tones. New tones include Predict, Bloom, Calypso, Choo Choo,
Descent, Fanfare, Ladder, Minuet, News Flash, Noir, Sherwood Forest, Spell, Voltage, Telegraph, Tiptoe, Typewriters, and Update. You can hear samples from each video at the top of this walkthrough. General: Restrictions You can now prevent people (i.e. your young children) from deleting apps. It's amazing how fast a 4 year old can pull off from the dome and and all apps on the home screen. Not
anymore. The parents of the world rejoice. You can also prevent small tykes from changing location services (e.g. GPS) and email accounts. Now you can also prevent your children from receiving friend requests in the game center, ensuring that their online game remains strictly antisocial and (potentially more) safe. Mail, Contacts, Calendars Interestingly, when you set up your MobileMe account, you'll
now see the option to enter your MobileMe or Apple ID credentials. We'll have to wait and see what, if anything, that means. Note notes now have their own Settings tab because, as mentioned earlier, you can now change the font in your notes and do so here. Phone + Contacts You can now set a different text tone (SMS/MMS) for each contact on your phone and in the Contacts apps. So if you want mom
to stay the good old Tri-Tone, but dad is supposed to be Choo Choo, have it! Just tap Edit, scroll down to Text Tone, and then select from the same list that appears in the settings above. Safari iOS 4.2 finally gives iPhone and iPod touch the ability to find text on safari website. This is similar to Windows or Mac, where you just need to meet CTL-F or CMD-F, enter the text, and you can go. On iPhone Safari,
you use the regular old search box (still confused by default, Google) and start typing the text you want to find. Where you previously only received suggested search terms, you'll now get another section at the bottom to find the word on the page. Click it, and the first match on the page is highlighted in yellow, and the set of buttons at the bottom scrolls up for Next and Done, as well as a counter for how
many match words are on the page and which one is currently highlighted (e.g. 7/16). Hit next until you find the one you want the hit to do when you're done. To change the search term, the search box moves next to the controls to make it convenient. No more lengthy manual scanning, no more javascript bookmarklet solutions. Just happy surfing. The previous + icon, to add bookmarks and web clips is
gone, replaced by the Actions button in other applications. Pressing the action button gives you all the same options as before, but now also includes AirPrint. AirPlay appears when you play videos in Safari, but currently only supports audio. Behind the scenes, Apple has added support for accelerometer and gyroscope, and generally improved HTML 5 support. (This means the potential for more, better
web applications in the future.) With this support, augmented reality is now possible as well, right in Safari. iPod (Music/Video) As we're sure you've come to believe now, the main addition to the iPod app for iPhone (and music and video apps for iPod touch) is airplay. So you can send any music to Airport express speakers or video on Apple TV (2010). iOS 4.2 pricing and iOS 4.2 compatibility is a free
update for iPhone users and iPod touch users. Compatibility should be as with iOS 4. iPhone 4, iPod touch 4 (2010): All features of iPhone 3GS and iPod touch G3 (2009): No features requiring iPhone 4 or iPod touch hardware (i.e. front camera) iPhone 3G and iPod touch G2 (2008): No features that require a higher processor or RAM iPhone 2G and iPod touch G1 (2007): not compatible / no update We
update once we find the official list from Apple. Conclusion While iOS 4.2 for iPhone and iPod touch is not nearly as significant an update as iOS 4.2 for iPad, it's only because iPhone and iPod touch have enjoyed iOS 4 features since June. From small but long-missing features like Find in Safari to inconveniences like Marker Felt in notes to the beginning of individual text tones in messages, Apple
continues to continually improve iOS. It's still not perfect, it still suffers from age-old gripe bad notification manipulation among other things, there's still nothing good, SIRI-infused, OS-wide VoiceControl system, etc. but these aren't stuff minor updates. iOS 5 will no doubt preview in 4 months or so, and then we'll look at bigger issues. For now, iOS 4.2 not only does what it set out to do - unite the iPhone,
iPod touch and iPad on the same release - but with welcome additions like AirPrint and AirVideo - if it really takes off - it could be the beginnings of something transformative. And as always, if you notice that we missed something, write us a note in the comments or send us an email and we will update as needed. Needed.
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